
WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED MASCULINITY? 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD MAN? 
OF MEN &  

MASCULINITY 



“I have a strong feeling that masculinity is in 

crisis. Men are really searching for a role in 

modern society; the things we used to do 

aren’t in much demand anymore”. 

 

(Peter McAllister) 

“Men are in crisis because women are 

properly challenging male dominance. 

Women are asking men to share the 

public reins and men can’t bear it”. 

 

(Susan Faludi) 

VIRTUS 



“Avoidance of femininity; restricted 

emotions; sex disconnected from 

intimacy; pursuit of achievement and 

status; self-reliance; strength; 

and aggression; and homophobia.” 

  

(Dr. Ronald F. Levant) 

“Society has this masculine ideal that 

people are expecting to live up to. Lots of 

that has to do with being a breadwinner. 

When men don’t live up to that it can be 

quite devastating for them”. 
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That it’s defined via… 

 

- Athletic ability, strength and size 

3 MYTHS (LIES) OF MASCULINITY 

- Sexual conquest 

- Economic success 

‘ALEXITHYMIA 

EMPATHY DEFICIT  

DISORDER 

“And we tell that boy to stop 

acting that way, stop with 

those tears – don’t be a 

sissy, be a man”. 



Pg 4: ‘Women had to overcome oppression, but men’s 

difficulties are with isolation’. The enemies, the prisons 

from which men must escape, are:  

Loneliness 

Compulsive competition, and 

Lifelong emotional timidity. 

Women’s enemies were largely in the world around 

them. Men’s enemies are often on the inside – in the 

walls we put up around our hearts’.  



“a caricature of strong, silent masculinity” 

“If we teach our sons to 

honour and value their 

emotional lives… they 

will unclench their 

hearts.” 



 

 
Is it all right for boys/men to cry?  

  

 
•Yes, because crying is a way of letting out your feelings 

and bottling it up can be dangerous to your emotional 

health. 

 

• Yes totally as you need to let yourselves go sometimes 

and not try to keep up a pretence of a hard man. 

 

•Of course! Crying is just a way to express emotions. If 

men can’t cry then it means we can’t smile either when we 

are happy. It shows we are human and have feelings too.  

 

•I think that anyone who thinks men/boys shouldn’t cry is 

being sexist 

 

 

 



“Manliness has been expressed as laboring-class 

loyalty in Spain, as diligence and discipline in 

Japan…as gift-giving among Sikhs, as the restraint 

of temper and the expression of ‘creative energy’ 

among the Gisu of Uganda, and entirely without 

significance to the Tahitians” 

 

(Susan Faludi) 

“Manliness is a symbolic 

script, a cultural construct, 

endlessly variable and not 

always necessary” 
 

(David D. Gilmore) 
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REDEFINING MASCULINITY 

‘RELATIONSHIPS 

“It’s about the capacity to 

love and be loved”. 

‘LEGACY 

“And it’s the challenge of 

every man, every woman, 

to identify their own 

unique cause in life and 

how they’re going to make 

a difference in this world”. 





DO YOU SEE YOURSELF ON A MALE JOURNEY  

– OR DO YOU THINK IT IS MORE ABOUT GROWING AS A HUMAN?’ 
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‘More important to grow as a human and develop 

good, non-gender specific qualities rather than 

those that typically represent masculinity’. 

‘If you develop as a human, your 

manhood will, in my opinion, 

take care of itself’. 

‘Growing as a human, 

gaining our own 

perceptions on life’. 



‘Androgyny is the capacity of a single 

person of either sex to embody the 

full range of human character 

traits, despite cultural attempts to 

render some exclusively feminine 

and some exclusively masculine’. 
 

Virginia Woolf,  A Room of One’s Own (1929) 

 

 

‘The truth is, a great mind must be androgynous.’ 

(Samuel Taylor Coleridge) 



“The problem with gender 

is that it prescribes how 

we should be rather than 

recognizing how we are. 

Imagine how much 

happier we would be, 

how much freer to be our 

true individual selves, if 

we didn’t have the 

weight of gender 

expectations.” 


